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an interest in the rights of property and in the prosperity of the
nation; in short,, with a very definite stake in the country. The
decline in genuine revolutionary fervour and the evolution
towards a proper parliamentary party willing to accept office had
become very noticeable before the war and the war completed
the process. We have seen already how older tendencies reasserted
themselves and how, reconciliation of the old with the new being
impossible., the great Socialist movement split, united for a brief
moment under the pressure of revolutionary events, only to split
again. The Majority Socialists had, in effect,, become a radical
trade unionist party, although many of their members in the
Reichstag and in the country were not trade unionists, whose aim
was the conservation and extension of the economic and political
power of the worker through government control rather than
through Marxian socialization and certainly Hot through a prole-
tarian dictatorship. Except that they avoided liberal ideology,
they were a bourgeois radical party representing particularly that
settled element in the working class that has become or intends to
become middle class. The Independents represented the tradi-
tional revolutionary socialism of pre-war days, but owing to the
special circumstances in which they had become a party identified
it with pacifism. Their pacifism crippled them as revolutionaries
and their socialism tended to be doctrinaire, but was kept a living
force by the schism. As against the governmental conservatism of
the Majority they did stand for a living revolutionism. That
revolutionism was the more impressive as the Majority tended
more and more to lose what revolutionism its members had
acquired in 1917-18. They were the more class conscious
of the two parties, but apart from the genuine "Marxists"
that class consciousness was due less to revolutionary conviction
than to the class action of the government. In a modern state
there is no surer way to awaken class consciousness than by
class persecution and, if the persecution is ill-judged enough,
it is amazing what types and individuals will experience awaken-
ing. Thus there really was no rational explanation of who was
a member of each or whyj the whole schism would have been
completely irrational if political reasons had not been there to

